Comparison of different predictive tests for difficult airways in pediatrics
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Abstract

Objective: There are few studies regarding the use of predictive tests for difficult airways in pediatrics. The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of the modified Mallampati test (MMT), the upper lip bite test (ULBT) and anthropometric measurements of the head and neck in the prediction of difficult airways in children.

Methods: Forty-eight pediatric patients who underwent elective surgery under general anesthesia with endotracheal intubation were recruited for the study. During the preanesthetic evaluation, airway status was evaluated using three methods: MMT, ULBT and anthropometric measurements of the head and neck. Laryngoscopy was performed with a single blade of a videolaryngoscope and airway status was evaluated using the Cormack-Lehane classification. All patients were then classified into two groups: difficult airway or easy airway.

Results: Ten (20.8%) patients were classified as the difficult airway group. In this group, 80% of the patients had MMT grade 3-4 (p=0.001) while 50% of the patients were classified as ULBT 3 (p=0.000). Interincisor distance (ID), hyomental distance (HMD), distance from ear tragus to the corner of the mouth (DTM) and distance from frontal plane to chin (DFC) were significantly different between the groups (p<0.05). In ROC curve analysis, ULBT had the largest area under the curve (AUC=0.880).

Conclusion: ULBT, MMT, HMD and ID were the most consistent predictors of difficult airway status. ULBT was superior to other tests because of its larger AUC and higher sensitivity and specificity rates. However, difficulty in applicability in young children seemed to be the most important limitation of both ULBT and MMT.
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Introduction

Airway control is one of the most important steps in pediatric anesthesia management. Compared to adults, children have a narrower airway associated with a higher risk of edema due to procedures such as endotracheal intubation. Approximately 13% of perioperative respiratory problems are related to difficulties during intubation. Additionally, difficulties in airway management can result in serious conditions such as cardiac arrest, brain damage and even death.

To date, observational methods such as the modified Mallampati test (MMT) and the upper lip bite test (ULBT), anatomical measurements including thyromental, hyomental and sternomental distances, and scoring systems such as the Naguib score have been recommended to predict difficult intubation in adult patients. However, there are a limited number of studies in the literature regarding the use of such diagnostic tests in the pediatric population.

In the present study, compared with the Cormack-Lehane classification, the effectiveness of widely used bedside tests including MMT and ULBT and anthropometric measurements of the head and neck was examined to predict difficult airway status in pediatric patients under general anesthesia.

Materials and Methods

General Data

After receiving approval from the local ethics committee (2019/48), this prospective observational study was conducted in the Osmangazi University Hospital between January and November 2020, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Pediatric patients with American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status 1-3 who were scheduled to undergo elective operations under general anesthesia with endotracheal intubation were recruited for the study. Patients who had any head–neck tumor or head–neck anomaly were excluded from the study. Patients were selected for the study using nonprobability sampling. Parents were preoperatively informed about the study and informed consent forms were obtained. Patient demographic data including age, gender, weight, height and all anesthetic techniques were recorded.

Preanesthetic evaluation of airway status

During the preanesthetic evaluation of the patients, airway status was evaluated using three methods: MMT, ULBT and anthropometric measurements of the head and neck. In the preanesthetic evaluation, oropharyngeal structures were observed and recorded in a sitting position with the mouth wide open and tongue out, according to the Mallampati classification modified by Samsoon and Young. Patients with Mallampati grade 3-4 were classified as candidates for difficult intubation.

Airway status was also evaluated with the ULBT. Although this test can be evaluated more clearly in patients over six years old, data of younger children who comply with the test were also used. ULBT is based on the ability to bite the upper lip with the lower incisors: ability to bite the upper lip above the vermillion (grade 1), ability to bite under the vermillion (grade 2) and inability to bite the upper lip (grade 3). Grades 1-2 were accepted as easy intubation, while grade 3 was considered as a candidate for difficult intubation.

In addition, seven anthropometric measurements (NC, ID, TMD, SMD, HMD, DFC and DTM) were also recorded.

Anesthesia management

No premedication was allowed and the anesthetic technique was the same for all patients. In the operating room, the patients were positioned with pillows under the head and the neck was extended. Heart rate, blood pressure, SpO₂ and end tidal carbon dioxide were continuously monitored. Following 5-8% sevoflurane induction for all patients with 50% O₂ and 50% air, standard induction was performed with lidocaine (1mg kg⁻¹), propofol (2-4mg kg⁻¹) and remifentanil (0.5 μg kg⁻¹). Rocuronium (0.5 mg kg⁻¹) was intravenously administered for neuromuscular relaxation after mask ventilation. The laryngoscopic view was rated with the patient’s head in the sniffing position.
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without external laryngeal manipulation. Endotracheal intubation and evaluation of difficulty of laryngoscopy was performed by the same experienced anesthesiologist.

Laryngoscopy was performed with a single laryngoscope blade of a videolaryngoscope and airway status was evaluated using the Cormack-Lehane classification.[13] Grade 3 and 4 were classified as difficult airways whereas grade 1 and 2 were accepted as easy airways. All patients were then classified into two groups: patients with difficult airways and those with easy airways.

**Statistical evaluation**

A power analysis (using the Chi-square method) based on a similar previous article showed that a sample size of 42 patients was required to achieve a power of 95% with a significance level of 5% for evaluating differences between the groups with or without difficult airway status according to the Cormack-Lehane classification.[14] The standard version of Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 23.0 software) was used for statistical analysis. Descriptive analyses are presented as number/(%) and mean±SD/ (%) for categorical and continuous variables, respectively. Differences between the two groups were evaluated using Chi-square, Mann Whitney U and Fisher’s exact tests. The predictive abilities of all preoperative tests (their ability to predict difficult airways) were evaluated by ROC curve analysis and compared with each other. P value less than 0.05 was accepted as significant.

**Results**

**Baseline characteristics**

Forty-eight pediatric patients with a mean age of 6.1 years (1-14) were included in the study. There were 27 (56.2%) males and 21 (43.8%) females. The majority of patients were classified as ASA 1 (32, 66.7%) and ASA 2 (13, 27.1%) preoperatively. In the preanesthetic evaluation, 24 (50%) patients had grade 1 or 2 Mallampati score while 13 (27.1%) were classified as Mallampati 3 or 4. The remaining 11 patients under five years old were not classified because of the inability to perform the Mallampati test.

Similarly, the ULBT test could not be performed for 15 (31.3%) small children. Twenty-six patients were classified as class 1 or 2 whereas the remaining 7 patients were assessed as class 3, according to the ULBT.

**Comparison of baseline data and predictive tests**

Ten (20.8%) patients were classified as the difficult airway group while 38 (79.2%) patients were in the easy airway group, according to the Cormack-Lehane classification. The two groups were then compared with each other in terms of basic patient characteristics, modified Mallampati score, anthropometric measurements of the head and neck and ULBT (Table 1). Patients in the difficult airway group were significantly younger than those in the easy airway group (p=0.028). In the difficult airway group, 80% of the patients had MMT grade 3-4 (p=0.001) while 50% of the patients were classified as ULBT 3 (p=0.000). Among the anthropometric measurements, interincisor distance (ID), hyomental distance (HMD), distance from ear tragus to the corner of the mouth (DTM) and distance from frontal plane to chin (DFC) were significantly different between the two groups (p<0.05).

**Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of predictive tests**

MMT, ULBT and four anthropometric measurements (ID, HMD, DTM and DFC), which were significantly different between the difficult and easy airway groups in univariate analysis, were directed to ROC curve analysis to evaluate their diagnostic abilities for predicting difficult airways (Figure 1). Among these tests, ULBT had the largest area under the curve (AUC=0.880) whereas ID had the smallest AUC (0.738). ULBT had a sensitivity of 83% and a specificity of 93% to predict difficult airways.

**Discussion**

The present study showed that MMT, ULBT and anthropometric measurements including ID, HMD, DTM and DFC were useful in predicting difficult airways in pediatric patients. According to the ROC curve analysis, ULBT was
### Table 1. Comparison of basic data and predictive tests between the two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Difficult airway group (n=10)</th>
<th>Easy airway group (n=38)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>4±3.2 (1-12)</td>
<td>6.6±3.6 (1-14)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (F/M)</td>
<td>3 (30%)/7 (70%)</td>
<td>18 (47.3%)/20 (52.7%)</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>14±4.9 (4-21)</td>
<td>24.5±13.7 (9-65)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>90.5±19.1 (53-116)</td>
<td>116.7±23.3 (80-165)</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMT 1-2</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>23 (60.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMT 3-4</td>
<td>8 (80%)</td>
<td>6 (15.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULBT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULBT 1-2</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>25 (65.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULBT 3</td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
<td>2 (5.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>26.2±1.6 (24-29)</td>
<td>27.1±4.9 (11-36)</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>2.4±0.3 (2-3)</td>
<td>3.2±1.1 (1-6)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMD</td>
<td>4.6±1.2 (2.5-6)</td>
<td>5.6±1.8 (2-10)</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>8±1.8 (5-11)</td>
<td>9.7±2.8 (5-16)</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>3.3±0.9 (1.5-4)</td>
<td>4.7±1.1 (3-8)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTM</td>
<td>8.6±1.6 (6-11)</td>
<td>10.2±3.2 (7-28)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFC</td>
<td>13.6±1.3 (11-16)</td>
<td>15.5±3.7 (10-34)</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean±standard deviation for age, weight, height and seven anthropometric measurements of the head and neck; number (percentage) for other variables. cm: centimeter, DFC: distance from frontal plane to chin, DTM: distance from ear tragus to the corner of the mouth, F: female, HMD: hyomental distance, ID: interincisor distance, kg: kilogram, M: male, MMT: modified Mallampati test, NC: neck circumference, SMD: sternomental distance, TMD: thyromental distance, ULBT: upper lip bite test, y: year.
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found to have the strongest predictive ability compared with the other tests.

In routine anesthesia practice, difficulty in airway control is not a rare situation, with a reported incidence of up to 20%.\textsuperscript{[15]} The wide range of incidence rates in the current literature are mainly associated with different patient characteristics and different definitions of difficult intubation. The relatively higher incidence in the present study may be explained with the referral center of our hospital.

Contrary to adults, a limited number of studies have attempted to identify the effectiveness and usefulness of different airway assessments or scoring systems for the prediction of difficult airways in the pediatric population.\textsuperscript{[7-11,16]} In routine anesthesia practice, some observational parameters such as head extension width, anatomical shape of the mandible (especially degree of prognation) and tongue thickness are widely used to predict difficult airways.\textsuperscript{[17]} However, there is a lack of data regarding the association between certain anatomical measurements of the head and neck and difficult airway status in anesthetized children. Mansano et al.\textsuperscript{[11]} found that large neck circumference

Figure 1. ROC analyses of diagnostic tests for predicting difficult airways.

A. MMT (sensitivity of 83%, specificity of 78%, AUC of 0.806, 95% confidence interval 0.60 to 1.00, \( p=0.021 \))

ULBT (sensitivity of 83%, specificity of 93%, AUC of 0.880, 95% confidence interval 0.69 to 1.00, \( p=0.004 \))

B. ID (sensitivity of 65%, specificity of 78%, AUC of 0.738, 95% confidence interval 0.59 to 0.88, \( p=0.028 \), with a cut-off value of \( \leq 2.6 \text{ cm} \))

HMD (sensitivity of 65%, specificity of 100%, AUC of 0.825, 95% confidence interval 0.70 to 0.94, \( p=0.003 \), with a cut-off value of \( \leq 4.2 \text{ cm} \))

DTM (sensitivity of 65%, specificity of 67%, AUC of 0.692, 95% confidence interval 0.50 to 0.88, \( p=0.077 \), with a cut-off value of \( \leq 9.7 \text{ cm} \))

DFC (sensitivity of 52%, specificity of 78%, AUC of 0.711, 95% confidence interval 0.53 to 0.89, \( p=0.052 \), with a cut-off value of \( \leq 14.2 \text{ cm} \))
was not associated with difficulty in laryngoscopy, consistent with the result obtained from our study. However, the authors demonstrated a positive correlation between laryngoscopic difficulty and interincisor, thyromental and sternomental distances. Except for thyromental and sternomental distances, other results were in line with the findings obtained from our study. Of note, the mentioned study was only conducted on patients under 12 years old. Considering the possible differences in anatomical structures in younger children, different age distribution may be a factor affecting the statistical results. Besides those measurements, we found that HMD was another factor for predicting difficult airways. The relationship between HMD and difficult airway status was validated for adults in previous work.[18] However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no data regarding that correlation in the literature.

As known, mandibular mobility and teeth structure play an important role in intubation. The ULBT defined by Khan et al. [12] is based on these anatomical factors and is widely preferred due to its rapid applicability and simplicity. The authors showed that the ULBT had higher specificity and accuracy than the MMT, without a significant difference in sensitivity, positive and negative predictive values. Hester et al. [19] also reported similar results indicating a higher predictive value of ULBT compared with MMT. In another study, ULBT showed higher specificity and positive predictive value, but not sensitivity, than TMD.[5] Contrary to those studies, Eberhart et al. [20] demonstrated that both ULBT and MMT were poor predictors of difficult intubation. In our study, ULBT had the largest AUC in ROC curve analysis compared to other predictive tests. However, it should be noted here that 12 patients among the 15 patients in whom ULBT could not be performed in our study population were under 6 years old, indicating an important limitation for the applicability of ULBT in younger children. This situation is also valid for MMT. This is why all patients in whom MMT could not be performed were under five years old. Nevertheless, MMT had one of the highest AUC with high sensitivity and specificity rates. This finding was consistent with the results reported in the literature. For instance, Santos et al. [9] showed a significant correlation between MMT and Cormack-Lehane index. However, the authors reported that MMT was applicable in children above 4 years old. In another study conducted with adult patients, the combination of MMT and TMD was found to be effective in predicting the incidence of difficult intubation.[21] Similar to our study, Inal et al. [10] demonstrated that both MMT and ULBT may be useful in pediatric patients aged 5 to 11 for predicting difficult intubation.

There were several limitations in the present study. First, the fact that it was a single-center study may limit the generalizability of the statistical results. A relatively small number of patients may be considered as a second limitation, which makes it difficult to interpret subgroup findings. A multicenter or large scale study may also be required to evaluate possible cut-off values for anthropometric measurements. However, its prospective nature and standard anesthetic protocols were the strengths of this study.

**Conclusion**

This study showed that ULBT, MMT, HMD and ID were the most consistent predictors of difficult airway status. ULBT was superior to other tests because of its larger AUC and higher sensitivity and specificity rates. However, difficulty in applicability in young children seemed to be the most important limitation of both ULBT and MMT.
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